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Abstract. The hoax has evolved into a formidable foe in the fight against the
Covid-19 pandemic that is sweeping the globe. Indonesia is no different. Hoaxes
not only cause public distrust but also jeopardize important government strategies
to combat the disease threat currently sweeping the world. The goal of this study is
to learn about the various types of hoaxes produced and spread by various parties
in Indonesia, as well as how they use social media to influence Indonesian society.
This study examined 145 hoax information during the COVID-19 pandemic, par-
ticularly in the second half of 2021, between August 1 and December 11, 2021.
According to the findings, hoaxes that occurred in Indonesia during the second
half of 2021 can be classified into four broad categories: issues related to Covid-
19, Politics, Covid-19 Treatment, and abroad. In terms of distribution media, most
hoaxes are spread via Facebook,WhatsApp, and Twitter. While fabricated content
is the most common type of content, it is followed by manipulated content and
misleading content. As a result, the Indonesian government has no light homework
to do because the creation and dissemination of false content serves a purpose.
The fact that the majority of the content is fabricated indicates that certain parties
are ‘surfing’ through the hoax that was created.
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1 Introduction

Covid-19 has turned into an unavoidable global humanitarian disaster. Because of
this unprecedented pandemic, all countries are trembling and, in some cases, facing
bankruptcy. In a short period of time, the world seemed to be filled with unending
sorrow. Countries around the world are “fashioning” the best solution to combat the
COVID-19 threat. Indonesia is one of the countries that has been subjected to extreme
shocks. As of December 23, 2021, Covid-19 had infected 4,261,072 Indonesians and
killed 144,034 people [1].

The Indonesian government implemented a variety of policies that it deemed nec-
essary to combat the outbreak. As a result, Indonesia will be able to emerge from the
pandemic slowly but steadily. This is reflected in a decrease in the positive number
of Covid-19 and a decrease in the percentage of deaths, with Indonesia ranking fifth
among the five countries with the greatest Covid-19 decline [2]. However, the govern-
ment encountered numerous difficulties while dealing with Covid-19. One of the most
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difficult challenges is the spread of misinformation about Covid-19 [3]. The government
is subjected to a barrage of disinformation or hoaxes perpetrated by various parties [4].
Hoaxes and disinformation, like the Covid-19 virus, grow and spread quickly [5].

The distribution or dissemination of false, false,misleading, or intentionally distorted
information to mislead, deceive, or confuse the recipient [6] is a literal definition of
disinformation. The activity of creating and disseminating fake news is typically carried
out by falsifying information or replacing publicly available news [7] as a deliberate
effort to create news with the intent of deceiving readers [8]. Some parties purposefully
disseminate misinformation to the public in order to influence how they act and spread
certain moral judgments [9] to those who read disinformation [6, 10].

Various health-related hoaxes or disinformation were prevalent among Indonesians
during the Covid-19 pandemic. According to the facts, more than 90%of the information
in the health sector cannot be accounted for because it has ambiguous sources and
spreads freely via social media and instant messages [3]. This cannot be separated from
the broader conditions that exist, in which health hoaxes are more popular for public
consumption and spread faster than true news [11].

The prevalence of communication technology, particularly smartphones, social
media, and other cellular technologies, besides promoting and improving access to elec-
tronic devices [12], also has aided in the spread of fake news in society [13]. The internet
has become themost effectivemedium for disseminatingmisinformation, including fake
news [14]. The rapid spread of disinformation throughout society will result in a variety
of discussions and changes in people’s behavior [15].

Of course, under current conditions, the spread of hoaxes is a major issue. The
widespread dissemination of hoaxes to the public will have the potential to obscure
accurate information and cause people to become disoriented about their health in the
midst of a pandemic. It is even possible that these hoaxes and disinformation generate
and promote erroneous practices that aid in the spread of the virus and, as a result, lead
to poor health choices [16].

Of course, if not handled correctly, disinformation and the spread of hoaxes, which
are becoming increasingly common, will have a negative impact on the community and
the government. The influence of hoaxes will lead to the formation of true public opinion
if the government does not manage it properly and correctly [17]. The government must
be able to deal with hoaxes and disinformation by using precise, accurate, and current
data. The public can obtain accurate, true, and current information by using data and
facts that are accurate, true, and current [18]. Without it all, hoaxes will continue to be
a scourge, disrupting our information environment [19].

Understanding and knowing the various categories and sources of hoax news about
COVID-19 that are developing in the community is one of the most important steps in
managing the spread of hoaxes. With enough knowledge, the government can devise
practical and effective strategies to combat the spread of misinformation during this
pandemic.

This paper, in particular, attempts to categorize disinformation into different types,
categories, and claims. The main goal is to determine what patterns of misinformation
are spreading in Indonesia during the Covid-19 pandemic. Furthermore, we investigated
the sources of misinformation (where misinformation can be found on social media and
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actors who clarify the news) (government, mass media, etc.). Hopefully, this research
will provide useful insights for future research on information dissemination during a
crisis.

2 Methodology

The purpose of this study is to identify the various types of COVID-19 hoaxes that
have been created and spread via social media. They attempted to unite how differences
in public opinion were established by people who purposefully created and promoted
the fake by asking researchers how to determine the hoax content that was developed.
The researcher employs qualitative content analysis to investigate how misinformation
spreads [20].

The process of reading and recording data related to disinformation in Covid-19 is
used to collect data. To maintain the validity and reliability of the research, qualitative
content analysis is carried out by developing amodel or employing a rigorous coding and
analysis technique. As a qualitative researchmethod, content analysis is used to interpret
the meaning of the text’s data content and thus adheres to the naturalistic paradigm [21].

The primary data source for the spread of hoaxes is https://covid19.go.id/p/hoax-
buster. To accomplish this, the researcher thoroughly examined the content of the Hoax
Buster website. Hoax Buster is a government website that provides a Hoax List, which
includes a detailed explanation of every hoax article that circulates in the commu-
nity through various media. It also discusses various types of disinformation articles,
clarifications, news sources, and references to true information.

Researchers used a manual data collection process to collect hoax data from August
1 to December 11, 2021. In the hoax buster, researchers collected content analysis data
from 145 hoaxes. Researchers created detailed data sets beginning with the date, title,
disinformation content, sources, clarifications, and actors who clarified the disinforma-
tion. The researcher then analyzed and classified each disinformation in the dataset into
specific categories. This includes categorizing hoax sources and actors who clarify the
news.

The researcher used Microsoft Excel as a tool for coding and content analysis.
To categorize the disinformation, the researcher used a qualitative interpretive content
analysis [22]. Because no studies had attempted to classify the characteristics of COVID-
19 disinformation, the researchers devised their own grouping strategy by creating a list
of new categories and sub-categories. While adhering to the precautionary principle, the
researcher reads each data (hoax) in detail in order for it to be grouped into specific
categories or subcategories, and the categories are gradually modified and expanded
inductively.

The researchers followed the coding model proposed by Bellström et al. (2016) [23],
namely coding in three stages. The first author carried out the first stage of coding and
analysis, which resulted in a series of categories. The second author follows suit and
creates a set of categories. The two lists were then processed by a research assistant
who did not participate in this study, and if there was a difference in the code, the three
authors discussed it until they reached an agreement. Finally, the researcher compiled a
list of categories listed in a new table [24].

https://covid19.go.id/p/hoax-buster
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3 Result

There are 145 hoaxes that have spread fromAugust to December 2021, out of the various
hoaxes that have been produced and disseminated. Following the categorization, the
researchers discovered four major categories of hoaxes: virus issues, politics, medicine,
and abroad. Each category describes how hoax content influences and ‘surfs’ people’s
behavior.

There are several ways in which hoaxes are produced for virus categories, namely
through several subcategories, such as story development as if COVID-19 is a product
of a perfectly designed global conspiracy; vaccines are built with various conspiracies of
global interest groups, includingWHO; the impact of vaccines on recipients, particularly
pregnant women, and children; a care and protection website that helps the government
monitor people’s mobility; and job placement (Table 1).

In the political category, hoaxes emerge through four channels (sub-categories),
namely those related to government assistance policies (beginning with cash assistance,
sleeping assistance, and credit subsidies); Indonesia’s G20 presidency; PPKM policies
adopted by the government; andgovernment policies related to tourism that are beginning
to reopen. Furthermore, many hoaxes about the treatment of COVID-19 have emerged
in the community. From strange traditional treatments to medicines that are medically
acceptable to common sense.

Other hoaxes, on the other hand, are classified as foreign.Where there are three main
lines of hoax development carried out, namely the use of information or events from
abroad; the use of media from abroad, which is often considered more credible than
local media; and the use of news about public figures from abroad related to covid-19.

Overall, the hoaxes produced and distributed (Fig. 1) are mostly related to Covid-19
virus issues, with approximately 62 types of information, or approximately 43 percent.
Hoaxes are built in the second position by developing issues about events in other
countries, which account for approximately 45 hoaxes or approximately 31 percent of
all hoaxes. Hoaxes were developed in the third position by selling issues about politics,
particularly the government’s strategic policies, which accounted for approximately 27
hoaxes or approximately 19 percent of all hoaxes.While in the last position, hoaxes were
constructed by selling alternative Covid-19 treatments, accounting for approximately 11
hoaxes or approximately 7% of the total.

3.1 Issues About Covid-19

There are several dominant issues among the 62 types of hoax information related to
covid 19 issues that can be grouped into five sub-categories, namely hoaxes about the
covid-19 virus conspiracy as many as 21 pieces of information that fall into the hoax
category; 25 details about vaccination conspiracy issues; 12 details about the impact of
vaccines; 3 details about caring to protect; and 1 detail about job openings for vaccination
workers. Some of these issues are addressed by presenting data and information in a
variety of formats, such as writing, graphics, photos, and videos.

Hoaxes in the first subcategory (covid-19 conspiracy) are created by convincing the
public that covid-19 is part of a global conspiracy designed by certain groups for their
own benefit. In fact, they had planned ahead of time and enlisted the assistance of the
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Table 1. Categorization and description of hoax

Category Sub-category Description

Virus Issues Covid-19 conspiration Various content considers the Covid-19
virus as a conspiracy

Vaccine conspiration Various contents related to harmful
ingredients in vaccines

Vaccine effect Various content explaining that vaccines are
dangerous for the recipient

Peduli Lindungi Various Hoaxes about the application of
care to protect

Job vacancy Content related to job vacancies as a
vaccination officer

Political Government Assistance Policy Various content that utilizes content about
government assistance, be it direct cash
assistance, credit, and wage subsidies

G20 Presidency Various contents try to link Indonesia’s
position which will lead the G20 presidency
with covid 19

PPKM Policy Various contents about social restrictions
and claims of violations made by the
government related to it

Tourism Government policy regarding the reopening
of tourism activities

Medication Covid-19 Medication How can COVID-19 be prevented and
treated both traditionally and with certain
drugs?

Foreign Country Various information from various countries
abroad became the main content of Hoaxes:
Singapore, Belgium, United States of
America, United Kingdom, Madagascar,
Libya, Brazil, Romania, China, Korea,
Russia, Africa, Egypt, Turkey, Japan,
Austria, Greece, and Germany

Media Foreign media that are mistakenly used as
references for Hoax content

Public figure Various contents related to famous figures
from abroad related to covid-19

WorldHealth Organization (WHO). OnAugust 21, 2021, for example, a video circulated
on Facebook claiming that the Covid-19 outbreak and lockdown mechanism had been
planned by a small group of the world’s elite since 2010. This plan was then published
in the form of an article disguised as a scientific study, involving many world-renowned
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Fig. 1. Hoax categories composition

universities, academics, and important figures. Of course, if this issue is not handled
properly, the public will easily believe it, and it is not impossible to make people doubt
the current Indonesian government’s efforts.

The vaccine conspiracy subcategory was dominantly constructed. From August to
December 2021, at least one vaccine-related hoax was perpetrated by the government.
Hoaxes are created by persuading the public through variousmeans, such as the presence
of harmful substances in the human body or the existence of electromagnetic waves
that are hazardous to data security and public health. All are based on a narrative of
concern and a global conspiracy involving the widespread use of vaccines in Indonesia.
Still related to vaccination, the covid vaccine’s side effects (impacts) are used to create
various hoax content. There are at least 12 pieces of content that spread rumors about
the dangers of vaccination. The impact of vaccination on pregnant women, infants, and
children, in particular, has received a great deal of attention.

Meanwhile, other issues that receive attention include websites concerned with secu-
rity and job openings, though the numbers are small. There were three hoaxes related to
caring for protection and one hoax related to job vacancies opened by the government
for vaccination workers in several regions of Indonesia between August and December
2021. Regarding the Caring to Protect hoax website, the method is carried out by stating
that Caring to Protect is not safe to use because the author is from Singapore so the user’s
personal data is very vulnerable to being misused by foreign parties (Table 2).

3.2 Political

Although not dominant, hoaxes have been widely disseminated during this pandemic.
The majority of the political issues raised concern government policies regarding
COVID-19. There were a lot of hoaxes about government assistance to the commu-
nity at the end of 2021, in particular. There are at least 15 hoaxes circulating about
government assistance policies. Credit assistance policies, direct cash assistance (BLT)
policies, business assistance, and wage subsidy assistance are all examples of assistance
policies.

The Indonesian government’s policy on the Implementation of Restrictions on Com-
munity Activities (PPKM) is another source of material for the creation of hoaxes. It
was discovered that up to nine hoaxes about PPKM policies were created. Many parties
take advantage of changes in PPKM policies, which are frequently implemented by the
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Table 2. Hoax Frequency in Indonesia (August-December 2021)

Category Sub category Frequency

Virus issues Covid-19 conspiration 21

Vaksin conspiration 25

Vaksin effect 12

Peduli Lindungi 3

Job vacancy 1

Government Assistance Policy

Political G20 Presidency 15

PPKM Policy 1

Tourism 9

Covid-19 Medication 2

Country

Covid-19 Medication Media 11

Public Figure

Foreign Covid-19 conspiration 38

Vaksin conspiration 4

Vaksin effect 3

government, to construct various hoaxes. Various content about social restrictions, as
well as claims of violations made by the government, were also made available.

Meanwhile, the government’s tourism policy and Indonesia’s G20 presidency were
used sparingly as hoax material. There were only two hoaxes concerning tourism and
one concerning the G20 presidency. Regarding Indonesia’s G20 presidency, there is
content (November 8, 2021) that attempts to link Indonesia’s position as G20 presidency
leader with covid 19. Using the WhatsApp messaging app, news spread that Indonesia
was elected President of the G20 because the country was successful in controlling
the economy during a pandemic. In reality, Indonesia’s election as G20 President has
nothing to do with the Covid-19 pandemic.

Meanwhile, hoaxes about the opening of all tourist attractions in Pangandaran
Regency on August 9, 2021, were circulated in the form of an invitation to visit his
relatives in the village by a regional head in East Java on September 15, 2021, and the
circulation of hoaxes about the opening of all tourist attractions in Pangandaran Regency
on August 9, 2021. The hoax also included provisions such as limiting the number of
incoming tourists, implementing health protocols, providing free antigen swab tests to
tourists outside the driveway, and spraying disinfectants at tourist attractions on a regular
basis.
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3.3 Covid-19 Medication

Seven percent (7%) of the 145 types of hoaxes produced and distributed to the people
of Indonesia offer an alternative treatment for COVID-19 patients. There are 11 hoaxes
that offer COVID-19 prevention and treatment. Starting with traditional methods and
progressing to scientific methods because it is a treatment that is “as if” in accordance
with medical rules.

For example, on August 21, 2021, a WhatsApp chain message circulated containing
a statement fromDwiyono, theHead of the Covid-19 Task Force. Themethod of inhaling
hot water vapor with a temperature of 70 degrees Celsius was mentioned in the message
as an effective way to kill the Coronaviruses. However, this is not the case. Similarly,
on September 3, 2021, a hoax about the discovery of a covid-19 drug will emerge. A
short message circulated via social media WhatsApp stating that a drug that could cure
Covid-19 patients had been found, the drug Molnupiravir. Through this narrative, it is
reported that Molnupiravir will start circulating and can be used in September 2021.

3.4 Foreign

Hoaxes are the second most prevalent category during the second half of 2021. There
are 45 hoaxes, accounting for approximately 31% of all hoaxes. People with an interest
in spreading hoaxes use three important sub-categories: taking advantage of events in
other countries abroad, utilizing foreign media publications, and utilizing public figures
who are the center of attention of people all over the world.

There are 38 hoaxes related to hoaxes based on events that occur in other countries.
This is the most common type of hoax when compared to all other sub-categories. This
type of hoax is constructed by presenting events that occur in other countries as the main
content of hoaxes. At least 18 countries (Singapore, Belgium, the United States, the
United Kingdom, Madagascar, Libya, Brazil, Romania, China, Korea, Russia, Africa,
Egypt, Turkey, Japan, Austria, Greece, and Germany) are used.

Four types of hoax content are included in the media subcategory. They take advan-
tage of mistakes made by the media (particularly foreign media) in informing something
and then use it as a reference. On September 14, 2021, for example, a screenshot of an
article purporting to be fromCNN circulated. The article discusses a vaccinated 40-year-
old Covid-19 patient. The article’s title is “Healthy 40-year-old [sic] COVID Victim’s
Last Words: “I blame unvaccinated.”

Meanwhile, public figures have been used as hoax material three times. Various
content related to famous foreign figures related to covid-19. For example, consider Bill
Gates and Albert Bourla (CEO of Pfizer).

3.5 Media Platforms

Our search on the Hoax Buster portal during the second half of 2021 reveals that many
parties havemade significant efforts to clarify the spread of hoax information.We discov-
ered three major groups that are always working hard to clarify various types of hoaxes
that are constructed through these various media, namely: online media, government,
communities, and related parties or organizations.
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Fig. 2. Platform media

In terms of the media platforms used in the spread of hoaxes in the second half
of 2021, three social media platforms dominate Facebook, WhatsApp, and Twitter. In
Indonesia, these three social media platforms control more than 90% of the spread of
hoaxes. There are approximately 60 hoaxes spread through Facebook, 45 hoaxes spread
through WhatsApp, and 28 hoaxes spread through Twitter. The remaining hoaxes were
disseminated via YouTube (3 hoaxes), SMS (2 hoaxes), Instagram (2 hoaxes), TikTok
(1 hoax), Telegram (2 hoaxes), and Web sites (6 hoaxes) (Fig. 2).

Facebook, as the most popular platform in Indonesia, contributes the most hoaxes.
Despite Facebook’s efforts to improve applications [25] so that they are not used as a
medium for spreading hoaxes [26], Facebook remains the preferred medium for spread-
ing COVID-19 hoaxes. Facebook claims to have used artificial intelligence to help pro-
tect users from potentially harmful content. This allows us to scale the work of human
experts and act proactively before potentially harmful posts or comments are made [27].
However, the facts show that there are still a lot of hoaxes being spread through Face-
book. The language algorithm is most likely one of the primary sources of many of these
hoaxes’ escapes [28].

WhatsApp, a popular messaging app in Indonesia [29], was also named as a medium
that is frequently used to spread hoaxes. It was discovered that 45 COVID-19-related
hoaxes were spread via WhatsApp during the second half of 2021. This discovery is
quite intriguing, because WhatsApp, as a messaging app, is not designed to display
complete and interesting information like social media (YouTube, Facebook, and Twit-
ter). WhatsApp’s features are extremely limited, allowing users to communicate directly
with a small number of people via chat rooms, though it has recently allowed users to
post short videos. Despite these limitations, WhatsApp appears to be an effective tool
for disseminating hoaxes [30]. Apart from tips and tricks, there is no security related to
the use of WhatsApp for various hoaxes.

Furthermore, WhatsApp as a social media application has distinct characteristics.
WhatsApp operates in a private environment with a higher level of intimacy than social
media. The credibility of the source (sender) and the information is also high because
it is well-known and usually located in a nearby environment. It’s not surprising that
rumors can sometimes be more credible because they’re spread through group chats,
which many people join voluntarily and have members they trust [29, 31].

The WhatsApp platform, on the other hand, is more difficult for him. This occurred
because the hoax was spread in private chats and groups, where the spread can go
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unnoticed. This is the most difficult challenge in predicting the spread of hoaxes on
WhatsApp. The psychological aspects, rather than the numbers or statistics, are more
important. There is a tendency to believe information shared by trusted individuals or in
private and intimate settings [32].

In third place, Twitter is a social media platform that is also widely used to spread
hoaxes. Twitter, in addition to Facebook, is extremely popular in Indonesia. After the
United States, Japan, India, the United Kingdom, and Brazil, Indonesia has the sixth-
highest number of Twitter users in the world [33]. Twitter users in Indonesia totaled
15.7 million. Twitter users are primarily young people. Indeed, the spread of hoaxes has
reached young people in Indonesia. Until now, most previous research on platforms like
Twitter has failed to distinguish between different audiences when analyzing discussions
and opinions [34].

If the three media platforms are combined, they will become the dominant platform
for disseminating fake news in Indonesian society. The three media channels account
for 91 percent of hoax news in the community. Of course, this fact cannot be separated
from the unstoppable technological revolution. The rapid advancement of communica-
tion technology has resulted in significant changes in the way humans communicate
and gather information [35]. Furthermore, the increased use of smartphones and easier
internet access in many countries has shifted the primary sources of news away from
traditional media and toward social media [36].

3.6 Hoax Information Types

The content of hoax information captured by the hoax buster is very diverse and needs to
be sorted so that it can be mapped more easily. Wardle, Claire (2017) [37] Information
that is a hoax can take several forms, including: 1. Satire or parody: content is created
with no intention of causing harm; 2. Incorrect connection: the title, image, or text does
not support the content. 3. Misleading content: the use of false information to frame
an issue or an individual; 4. Fake context: the sharing of original content with false
contextual information; 5. Fraudulent content: content that imitates original sources; 6.
Manipulated content: original information that has been manipulated to deceive; and 7.
Fake content: content refers to new content that is 100 percent fabricated to deceive and
harm. When it comes to the types of hoaxes classified by Claire Wardle, the majority of
the 145 hoaxes that emerged from early August tomid-December 2021 are dominated by
fabricated content, which accounts for approximately 92 content (Fig. 3). Then there’s
manipulated content (25 items) and misleading content (up to 16 items). Fabricated
content is a type of hoax in which the content is entirely new and untrue. This type of
content is created with the intent of deceiving and harming other people or parties.

The prevalence of fabricated content hoaxes in Indonesian society demonstrates
that the government is facing serious challenges in dealing with Covid-19. Some par-
ties deliberately spread fake news to disrupt people’s lives so that they do not follow
government instructions on how to deal with Covid-19. People are fed fake news for
their benefit. The majority of manufactured news content is created by editing images,
manipulating news content, and assigning the incorrect narrative to an image or news
item [38].
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Fig. 3. Types of Hoax Content

4 Discussion and Conclusion

The rise of fake news production is inextricably linked to the advancement of com-
munication technology, which makes it simple to create and spread stories quickly. It
must be acknowledged that the rapid development of information and communication
technology, as evidenced by the emergence of social media, has lifted a new veil of life,
namely a very open public space [39]. Technology that is simple to use for users has
enabled anyone to create content that can be distributed to anyone. Content creation is
no longer difficult or expensive. On the other hand, it is so simple and inexpensive that
anyone can produce it [40]. The filtering and gatekeeping processes are not carried out in
the context of mass communication. Almost no one oversees specially created content.
Without significant third-party filtering, fact-checking, or editorial judgments, anyone
can easily share stories among social media users [41]. This is in contrast to traditional
news media [42]. Where a news story must go through several stages before it is pub-
lished. As a result, the potential for utilizing or ‘controlling’ these contents is enormous
[43]. Social media platforms could be the most effective medium for disseminating fake
news. People can now quickly create websites, post stories, and share them on social
media platforms to go viral [29]. The findings of this study appear to confirm what
Telematics Indonesia has reported about the pattern of spreading hoaxes in Indonesia,
where social media and messaging apps rank first as the platforms most frequently used
to spread fake news [44].

Given these circumstances, the government’s ability to anticipate various hoaxes is
critical. The fact that hoaxes are designed with a specific goal in mind necessitates the
government’s readiness to detect them. The government must devise a better strategy
for dealing with these various fabricated hoaxes. If you don’t plan ahead of time, public
discourse will be filled with various hoaxes and disinformation, which will not only
confuse the public but will also create public distrust of the government.

If the government does not pay attention, the development of this hoax can be used by
political interests to identify electability gaps and assert political positions, and policies
that are not based on public input [45]. A hoax can be used as a primary tool for political
propaganda and to agitate society. It must be admitted that one of the black campaign
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models used by politicians is to stage and take advantage of various hoaxes that are
developing [17, 46].

According to our findings, the Indonesian information world will be filled with
various hoaxes in the second half of 2021, which can be classified into four broad
categories: issues related toCovid-19, Politics, Covid-19Treatment, and abroad. In terms
of distribution media, most hoaxes are spread via Facebook, WhatsApp, and Twitter.
While manufactured content is the most common type of content, it is followed by
manipulated content and misleading content.

Communication (both by the government and the community, as well as communi-
cation between communities) will run smoothly if hoaxes and other obstacles to com-
munication are well understood. Propaganda efforts that cause agitation against society
can be avoided. As a result, the media can continue to play an important role in educating
and informing the public. Those who control the media no longer have a bad hand.

Based on these findings, the government has no light homework because creating and
disseminating false content serves a purpose. The fact that the majority of the content is
fabricated demonstrates that certain parties are surfing through the hoax that was created.
They have political objectives, both short and long-term. This condition, if not managed
properly, has the potential to make Indonesian society uncertain.

Another factor to consider is how the government should collaborate with social
media application providers and messengers to develop algorithms that are appropriate
for the Indonesian language. The facts show that, even though social media has imple-
mented certain algorithm systems in their applications, it is still not optimal (if not a
failure) to prevent the spread of hoaxes. The government should encourage application
organizers to take amore serious approach to develop a system that can reduce the spread
of hoaxes.

This study emphasizes the importance of understanding hoaxes that circulate in soci-
ety. Hoaxes seriously disrupt communication and, as a result, people’s understanding
of an issue. Every time a government policy (in this case, COVID-19) is implemented,
a slew of hoaxes spring up around it. These hoaxes were designed to mislead the pub-
lic’s knowledge and understanding of government policies, causing the government’s
communication with the public to fail. As a result, it is critical for the government to
make efforts to minimize hoaxes that develop and respond to hoaxes that develop with
counter-narratives so that government communication runs smoothly.
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